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Since 1993 the association Les Amis de l'Abbaye de Saint Maurin (AASM) have been working to develop
the village’s historical profile. This led to the creation of a trail linking several notable sites : the Cluniac
footpath of Guyenne-Gascogne.  Today, this footpath links four major sites : the abbeys of Moissac and
Saint-Maurin and the priories of Layrac and Moirax.

Our region is, however, rich in other Cluniac sites. Almost 80 Cluniac dependencies have been identified
in  the  Agenais,  28  of  them  dependencies  of  the  Saint  Maurin abbey.  Here  we  refer  above  all  to
possessions  of  the  abbey acquired  between  the  12th  and  14th  centuries,  generally  churches  or  tithe
collections [cf page 5]. The material remains of this wealth are today evident in a remarkable heritage of
Romanesque churches and chapels, also mills. In creating the Cluniac footpaths of the Pays de Serres, the
association AASM hopes  that  walkers  and tourists  will  discover  this  heritage  through  exploring  the
variants of the main Cluniac footpath of Guyenne Gascogne.

Apart from developing the Cluniac heritage, these footpaths use departmental walking circuits, so that
walkers  can  discover  other  historical  features  of  the  Pays  de  Serres  ;  for  example,  the  château of
Combebonnet, the church at Engayrac, the mill at Tayrac…

This guide describes the central loop, a trail that goes from Saint Maurin to Engayrac and Tayrac,
then returns to Saint Maurin.

After reviewing the history of the  Saint Maurin  abbey and the origins of its dependencies,  this guide
describes each section of the footpath. The sheets lead from one Cluniac site to the next site. 

Summary:

- Abbey of Saint Maurin p 3
- The possessions of Saint Maurin abbey in the 13th and 14th centuries p 5
- Overview of the loop p 7

- Sheet for  the church of St Pierre del Pech p 9
- Sheet for  the church of St Julien de la Serre p 11
- Sheet for  the church of Engayrac p 13
- Sheet for  the château of Combebonnet p 15
- Sheet for  the church of St Louis of Gandaille p 17
- Sheet for  the church of St  Sixte p 19
- Sheet for  the church of ND of Cambot p 21
- Sheet for  the church of St Amans de Tayrac p 23
- Sheet for  the mill at Ferrussac and the church of  ND of Ferrussac p 25
- Sheet for  the church of St Martin d'Anglars p 27
- Sheet for  the return to the abbey of Saint Maurin p 29
- Sheet for  the cross route to Cambot from St Pierre del Pech p 31
- Sheet for  the cross route to Cambot from St Louis of Gandaille p 32
- Sheet for  the cross route to Saint Maurin from St Louis of Gandaille p 33
- Sheet for  the cross route to Saint Maurin from St Sixte p 34

- Credits: maps, plans, images, documents p 35

NB: The topographical maps are orientated with North at the top, whereas the church plans have East at
the top.
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Saint Maurin abbey

Between the 10th and 11th centuries  the abbey
and  its  land  belonged  to  a  lay  family,  the
Gabarrets  then,  by  marriage,  to  the  Durfort
family.  In  1082,  Bernard-Raymond  de  Durfort
gifted  the  abbey to  the  abbot  of  Moissac.  The
monks  thus  became  Benedictines  affiliated  to
Cluny.  The  Benedictines  followed  the  Rule
prescribed by St Benedict of Murcia.

The Saint Maurin abbey venerated a Christian martyr, Maurin, who lived his short life in the 6th century
and was martyred near a fountain within the Agenais and Cahors regions. This salutary death and the
miracles  that  followed inspired the establishment  of a  cult  and the construction of a  basilica,  later
replaced by a monastery.

In the 11th century, the first section of the church to be built was the south arm of the transept, flanked
by a semi-circular chapel dedicated to St Benedict. The dedication dates from 3rd January 1097, as
evidenced by an exceptional stone inscription still visible on the walls. The bell tower was raised at the
same time as the south transept.

In the 12th century, construction of the choir and the north transept was begun, followed by the building
of the nave.

Two of the capitals in the choir depict the martyrdom of Saint
Maurin. Their proportions and fineness of line, the gravity of the
carved faces and restraint of attitudes are exceptional. They are
classed as among the most beautiful in Aquitaine.

During the 13th century the abbey and its estate prospered, encompassing 25 presbyteries and chapels in
the dioceses of Agen and Cahors. The cloister,  north of the nave of the abbey church,  together with
adjacent buildings, was constructed during the 12th and 13th centuries. During the Hundred Years’ War
the buildings were several times destroyed and rebuilt, each time slightly differently. After this neither
abbey nor village grew for almost a century. Then, little by little, life picked up.

At the end of the 15th century the abbey fell under a commendatory abbot to the benefit of the Lustrac
family. The Commendam enabled an ambitious program of reconstruction, a rebuilding that focused on
enhancing the personal prestige and comfort of the abbot.

Three members of the Lustrac family succeeded each other as abbot: the first, Herman, soon resigned in
favour of his nephew Bertrand, then aged barely 16, in 1481. During his abbacy Bertrand in 1500 built the
abbey castle  as  his  dwelling,  in  late  Gothic  style.  Yet  another  nephew,  Jean  de  Lustrac,  succeeded
Bertrand. Jean restored the cloister, the chapterhouse and the monks’ cells in the north wing, finished off
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with a square tower. These building works were completed in 1545.

Alas, during the Wars of Religion (later 16th century) the abbey was again laid waste and burnt.

Its restoration had to await the arrival of abbot Pierre de Villemont in 1604. By 1624 prosperity appears to
have returned to the abbey.

Pierre  de  Villemont’s  successor,  abbot  Mathurin Mangot,  in  1645 reformed worship,  introducing the
reform of St Maur. The Maurist Dom du Laura pieced together the history of the abbey, including many
important details, and Dom Plouvier drew up new building plans in 1657.

At the end of the 17th century the building of two defensive small towers (one of which still  stands
today), improvements to the gardens, the fishpond, and other alterations were carried out.

Troubles brought by the Revolution arrived at the village on 6th February 1790, and the abbey did not
escape!

The  municipality  bought  the  abbey château,  which  ensured  its  partial  preservation.  Several  families
acquired the monks’ buildings, the choir, the apse and the apsidioles, which were transformed into houses.
The walls of the nave were later blown up and sold as a stone quarry.

Despite all these disasters, the abbey has fortunately not suffered brutal reconstruction, not even after the
Revolution. Its essential features are still present within its original precinct.
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Possessions of the Saint Maurin abbey in the 13th and 14th centuries

The abbey, situated in the Agenais, had possessions extending over two dioceses: one-third in the diocese
of Cahors (then of Montauban) and two-thirds in that of Agen.

Saint Maurin’s possessions were consolidated and extended during the period of peace that stretched from
the Albigensian crusade against the Cathars (1209-1229) to the Hundred Years’ War (the Count of Derby
in 1346 and the Black prince - Edward, Prince of Wales - in 1356). The abbey recovered during the 15th
century, but suffered the torments of the Wars of Religion during the 16th century. After recovering yet
again from the beginning of the 17th century, the abbey and its medieval possessions survived until the
Revolution of 1789.
In  his  article  [see Credits],  Pierre  Simon  lists  the  principal  abbots  who  consolidated  the  abbey’s
possessions:
-  the abbacy of Calsan  de Favols  (1231-1237)  saw a  renewal  of  the  life  of  the monastery after  the
Crusades. Saint Maurin benefited from large donations in 1233, 1235 et 1237; however, its gains were
primarily restitutions.
- Guillaume de Belpech  was abbot from 1238 to  1258.  He confirmed the donation to the abbey of the
church of St Sixte in 1239. The major business deal of his abbacy, however, was the negotiation between
1247 and 1255 of Saint Maurin’s rights. At the time of the construction of Puymirol, he signed a broad
agreement with the bishop of Agen concerning the fees and tithe collection of 17 churches and annexes.
-  Gausbert  Girval  was  abbot  from  1259  to 1303.  In  1281 he  and the  bishop of  Cahors  reached  an
agreement on the eleven churches and annexes of Saint Maurin registered in Cahors.

Yet the first donations of which we find trace in the archives date from between the mid-11th century and
the year 1115, years which saw two events attesting to the renewal of monastic life at Saint Maurin: in
1082 the gift by the Durforts of Saint Maurin to the abbot of Moissac, and the date of the consecration of
the church engraved in stone, 1097. The following donations to Saint Maurin are notable:
- half of the church of Saint Julien de la Serre, plus a farm;
- the estate of Cassinias and the wood of Aviol in order to “take whatever is needed for the construction of
the church, the monastery…”
- the church of Saint Martin de Seyssel near Beauville, which had by the 13th century already ceased to
be a possession;
- an estate at Saint Sixte;
- Saint Pierre de Lalande and all its fully-owned property (freehold estate).

The 13th century abbey estate reconstructed itself from around 1230. The archives have kept records of,
mainly, its possession of churches and collection of tithes. These represent the abbey’s core resources,
right up to the 18th century. The possession of churches was particularly important, as these assets served
to highlight the influence exercised by an abbey and its subsequent ability to agglomerate to itself other
assets.
It  is  thanks  to  the  agreements  concluded  with  the  bishops  of  Agen  and  Cahors, in 1254  and  1281
respectively, that we have a list of these possessions. 
The  agreement  with  the  bishop  of  Agen  lists  the  following  churches  and  tithe  collections (today’s
communes and departments) :
- in Lot-et-Garonne: 

• St-Martin d'Anglars, parish church of Saint-Maurin;
• Notre-Dame de Ferrussac, commune of Saint-Maurin;
• Garguilh, assimilated into the area of St-Martin d'Anglars and Saint-Pierre del Pech, commune
of Saint-Maurin, also identified as Saint Pardoux – Garguihile;
• St-Sixte, commune of St-Martin de Beauville;
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• Gandaille church, commune of Dondas, (today the church of Saint Louis);
• Ste-Foy, near Frespech, commune of Blaymont;
• Eglise de Caillabet, commune of Frespech, (Saint Georges’ church);
• St-Julien de Magabal, commune of Hautefage-la-Tour;
• St-Caprais de Cauzac;
• St-Pierre de Cambot, commune of Tayrac, (today church of Notre Dame);
• St-Amans, parish church of Tayrac;
• St-Urcisse, commune of St Urcisse.

- in Tarn-et-Garonne: 
• tithes of Roquecor. which in 1278 were exchanged for Saint-Vincent de Lespinasse;
• St-Genès de Golfech;
• St-Pierre de Lalande, commune of Goudourville;
• St-Pierre de Sigognac, commune of Saint-Clair, to the north of Lalande.

And in the diocese of Cahors :
- in Lot-et-Garonne: 

• St-Pierre del Pech, commune of Saint Maurin;
• St-Julien (de la Serre), Gandaille, commune of Dondas;
• St-Pierre de Grayssas;
• St-Martin de Lavalanède, commune of Grayssas.

- in Tarn-et-Garonne : 
• St-Germain de Moissaguel;
• St-Pierre de Bugat, commune of Bourg de Visa;
• St-Pierre de la Chapelle, commune of Montjoi;
• St-Martin de Puycastel, commune of Montjoi;
• St-Pierre de Montmagnerie, commune of Brassac;
• Notre-Dame de Perville;
• St-Jean de Lagarde-Teulet, commune of Perville.

In the conclusion to his article Pierre Simon describes the life of the abbey during the 13th and 14th
centuries:
-  we first note that the estate described by documents of the Revolutionary period corresponds closely to
that reconstructed in the 13th century, and essentially during the years 1231-1262; it concerns many
more annuities or ecclesiastical rights than direct exploitation of the estate (domain). When we talk of
domain, we need to understand “the total revenues of the monastery”;
-  the period 1255-1310 saw numerous disputes by local nobles regarding the estate. At the start of the
14th century we see a net impoverishment of the monastery; it had trouble paying its dues to the King, at
a moment when the abbot was spending money like water and it suffered at the same time the aggression
of the principal lords of the region.
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Cluniac footpath of the Pays de Serres: central loop linking St Maurin – Engayrac – Tayrac

This circuit enables you to visit nine Cluniac dependencies of Saint Maurin, departing from its abbey. 
Along the route you will also encounter other aspects of the heritage of the Pays de Serres. In detail:

Loop Communes crossed Cluniac dependencies, in order
of appearance

Other remarkable heritage sites

Central St Maurin, Dondas, 
Engayrac, St Martin de 
Beauville, Tayrac. 

Abbey of St Maurin,
St Pierre del Pech,
St Julien de la Serre,
St Louis de Gandaille,
St Sixte,
ND de Cambot,
St Amans de Tayrac,
Mill at Ferrussac,
ND de Ferrussac,
St Martin d’Anglars.

Engayrac church,
Château of Combebonnet,
Mill of Monfort (moulin),
Menhir at Tayrac,
Château of Tayrac,
Tayrac mill (moulin),

This circuit of 39.6km has an altitude gain of 1100m.
We also describe cross routes (shorter routes) so that walkers can cover less ground in a single loop and 
so enjoy the heritage in several stages: 
1. cross route from St Pierre del Pech to Cambot: the circuit is reduced to 19km
2. cross route from St Louis de Gandaille to Cambot: the circuit is reduced to 30.5km
3. cross route from St Louis de Gandaille to Saint Maurin: the circuit is reduced to 20.5km
4. cross route from St Sixte to St Maurin: the circuit is reduced to 29.1km.

Heritage sites visited, in order Route 1
19km

Route 2
30.5km

Route 3
20.5km

Route 4
29.1km

Abbey of St Maurin p3 p3 p3 p3

St Pierre del Pech p9 p9 p9 p9

St Julien de la Serre p11 p11 p11

Engayrac church p13 p13 p13

Château of Combebonnet p15 p15 p15

St Louis de Gandaille p17 p17 p17

St Sixte p19

Mill of Monfort (Moulin de Monfort) p32 p33 p34

ND  de Cambot p31 et p22 p32 et p22

Menhir at Tayrac p23 p23

St Amans de Tayrac p23 p23

Château of Tayrac p25 p25

Tayrac mill (Moulin de Tayrac) p25 p25

Mill at Ferrussac (Moulin de Ferrussac) p25 p25

ND de Ferrussac p27 et p26 p27 et p26

St Martin d'Anglars p27 p27

Abbey of St Maurin p29 p29 p33 p34

The table above shows the guide sheets appearing on the pages that follow. Good walking!
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From the abbey of Saint Maurin to the church of Saint Pierre del Pech.

The trail starts Place du Château Abbatial (1). Follow the yellow waymarking to Saint Pierre del Pech.
From the square walk down the Rue du Lavoir then turn left into the Rue Basse; you will shortly reach
the lavoir (2). Turn right, cross the Escorneboeuf stream and continue to the Croix de Mouret (3). Turn
left into the Rue de Croix de Mouret and continue straight on until you reach the road which goes to
Laroque (4). Turn left here, again cross the Escorneboeuf, then cross the D16 diagonally to follow the
Chemin de Rebessac (5). Climb this leafy track until you reach the church of Saint Pierre del Pech.
En route, towards Sombardin, there is a lovely view over the valley of the Escorneboeuf.

Length= 2.5km ; altitude : start= 98m, end= 184m ; altitude variations= +121m, -35m
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Church of Saint Pierre del Pech

The origins of this church lie in the 11th century;
abbot Laffont interpreted the Chi-Rho (see below)
as  the  stone  sign of  the  founder  of  the  church,
Hermann de Gavarrès.
The  church  originally  consisted  only  of  the
sanctuary  (triple  chevet  with  a  central  tower),
which  forms  the  sole  ancient  part  of  this  little
church, according to  G. Tholin.  The foundations
of the nave walls also date from the Middle Ages.
The  central  tower  is  now lower  than  originally
built.
Under the  Ancien Régime,  the parish, situated in
the  diocese  of  Cahors,  came  under  the
Benedictine abbey of Saint-Maurin. 

The nave and the north aisle of three bays (the seigneurial chapel) date
from the 14th century. The chapel attached to the south side, with a
ribbed  vault  (liernes  and  tiercerons),  probably  dates  from the  16th
century.
Major restoration works were undertaken in 1887: the building of a
vault over the entire nave; supports separating the side aisles from the
nave; aisle vault and small columns as well as four buttresses and an
entrance portal. The apsidioles were also reworked: the south apsidiole
was rebuilt upon its ancient foundations; they have lost their covering
of interlocked stone.
The Chi-Rho above the entrance apart, the church’s notable features
are:
- fine 19th century windows, currently being restored;
-  small  columns topped by capitals depicting angels with outspread
wings;
- outside, a crypt.
A wall belfry rises above the western entrance porch.   

The Chi-Rho: 
A stone which was undoubtedly part of the original building can be
seen  above  the  entrance  door.  It  depicts  Christ’s  symbol  inscribed
inside a medallion. The straight lines of the crossed X and P extend to
the circumference, which they join by a serif.

          

The crypt, or funerary niche, has been hollowed out in the southern
exterior wall  of the nave.  It  is  bordered by a projecting masonry
archivolt set in culs-de-lampe.
It is visible from the cemetery.
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From the church of Saint Pierre del Pech to the church of Saint Julien de la Serre

Depart from Saint Pierre del Pech (1)  by taking the tarred road up to the junction  (2).  Turn right and
continue to the next junction, noting the water tower to your right (3). Continue straight on to the next
junction, where you take the lefthand fork, in effect walking straight ahead (4). Shortly turn right  and
continue downhill to the next junction, where you again turn right, towards Padenne (5). Walk this road
to the end (6), then turn right. After 250m, turn left onto the grassy track. Follow it to the tarred road.
Saint Julien de la Serre is 80m up the road on the right.
From the grassy track there is a lovely view of the church.

Length= 4.1km ; altitude : start= 184m, end=221m; low point 170m at 2.5km ; alt. variations= +120m, -83m
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Church of Saint Julien de la Serre

This  charming  chapel  was  founded  by
Hunaud  de  Gavarret,  the  second  Cluniac
abbot  of  Moissac.  It  was  subsequently
given  to  the  Saint-Maurin abbey.  The
illustrious  patronage  of  Moissac  could
explain  the  decoration  in  this  otherwise
modest  chapel,  above  all  its  sculpted
capitals.
It  is  one  of St  Maurin abbey’s  oldest
possessions.
Its distinctive feature is a modillon which
has  been  re-used  above  the  doorway.
Despite the ravages of time, its finesses of
line and expression remain.

The  11th  century  architectural  elements  which  have  survived  are  the
chevet and part  of the north wall of the nave.  In the 17th century the
Bélarcher de Serène family partially destroyed the south wall in order to
construct  the chapel of  Saint-Clair  (Ref: M).  Like other rural  chapels,
Saint-Julien  has preserved vestiges of the Romanesque. This is because
the  Hundred  Years’ War  and  the  Wars  of  Religion,  as  well  as  the
Revolution, barely touched rural churches. They have been altered rather
than rebuilt, like Saint-Julien in the 17th century. 
The apse has preserved a pretty cornice of three rows of square billets,
which  supported  the  former  semi-dome  (cul-de-four);  the  cornice
continued, decorated with tracery and rosettes under a dome which no
longer exists. 

We can however still see the four engaged columns with capitals that provide the
key interest of this church, and demonstrate the importance accorded to decoration,
buttress of the faith. People and monsters are carved in the body of the capitals, also
double-bodied animals with a single head joined at the corners; topped by foliage,
palmettes, tracery and vine tendrils.

The fourth capital, today in the nave deprived of its topping slab, is naively carved,
but its subject is important, as it illustrantes the faith of Daniel in the lion’s den. 

In  the  centre,  the  prophet  faces  us  in  an  attitude  of  prayer,  hands  open,
framed  by  two  lions  who  are  turned  towards  him  without  animosity.  If
Daniel’s hands appear huge and disproportionate, this is not an error by the
sculptor, but his wish to highlight the strength of Daniel’s prayer.
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From the church of Saint Julien de la Serre to the Engayrac church

Leave Saint Julien de la Serre (1) going down the road towards Bourdiel. In the valley, at the junction
(2), turn left towards Engayrac. The road goes through Cap de Combe and leads you towards the church
of Saint Pierre es liens d’Engayrac (3).

Length= 2km ; altitude : start= 221m, end= 217m ; low point 150m at 0.8km ; alt. variations= +72m, -76m
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Church of Saint Pierre es liens d'Engayrac

     

The original construction appears to date from the
11th century. Still remaining from that era are the
choir,  covered  by  a  dome  supported  on
pendentives, and the semi-domed apse.

This  parish  church  of  Saint-Pierre  es  liens
d'Engayrac  has  the  particularity  of  having  a
sanctuary narrower than the nave, composed of an
apse  and  a  bay  surmounted  by  a  square  tower
(formerly the belfry).

The choir bay has a vaulted dome supported on pendentives; it is demarcated by semi-circular arches.
The nave has three bays, of which the vaulted ceilings are modern, as are the cross-ribbed ceilings of the
side aisle added to the north. The flat chevet of this lateral nave has in front of it a bay that reveals a 16th
century star ceiling vault.
Romanesque half-columns form the supports in the choir and the nave. Their capitals are decorated with
a variety of designs: lions facing each other; Daniel in the lions’ den; lions devouring other animals; a
row of  long dentated leaves;  arches and roughly carved roses.  All  the abacuses are  decorated with
opposing scrolls, vine tendrils barely moulded and projecting monsters’ heads at the corners.
A unique  feature  is  the  interior  of  the  triumphal  arch’s  vault,  which  is  full  of  interlaced  carvings
enclosing medallions. The superimposed layers of paint cake the sharp edges of this wide band, whose
decoration appears to have been inspired by the Renaissance. Nevertheless, the execution and the choice
of designs leave no doubt as to the date of these carvings; they are clearly contemporaneous with the
construction of the church.

Three figures painted in the same manner represent Moses, St Paul and St John.

Exterior features of the church include the window at the center of the apse framed by small columns
and the stone roof covering of this  semi-circular apse.  This roof has toothed courses which display
inverted interleaving. The whole roof has the pointed form of a mitre. Its original form has remained
intact.  The  roof  covering  rests  against  what  remains  of  the  former  Romanesque  belfry  that  rose
originally above the dome of the choir.
At the front of the church a 19th century neo-Gothic belfry surmounts a little porch.
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From Engayrac church to the château of Combebonnet

With the church at your back (1), turn left onto the D201 to walk through the village. (The route to the 
château of Combebonnet is waymarked in blue).
As you leave the village (2), take the road to the left towards La Gariguette and Combebonnet. You will 
arrive below the château (3), which you reach by continuing along the road, then taking the first turning 
to the right. There are 500m between points (3) and (4).

If you don’t wish to go up to the château, at point (3) take the gravelled route to the left, waymarked in 
blue, to continue the trail towards Saint Louis de Gandaille (see next sheet).

Length= 1.7km ; altitude : start= 217m, end= 193m ; low point 180m at 1km ; alt. variations= +24m, -48m
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Château of Combebonnet

The name Combebonnet appeared for the first
time in a 13th century document, in which the
noble  knight  Jourdain de Combebonnet  was
cited in a judgment rendered in May 1255, at
Mézin,  following  a  war  between  Odon,
viscount  of  Lomagne,  and  Guiralt,  count  of
Armagnac.

Built on the edge of a cool deep valley,  the
château of  Combebonnet,  seen from the East
and  South,  has  an  imposing  air  with  its
layered  terraces  and  its  corbelled  watch
turrets.

A document dating from the end of the 13th century cites a villa Combabonneti. The term villa meant at
the time a rural farm estate protected by a small fortress. 

The rather small original château was composed of a right-angled triangle, of which the east and west
corners were surmounted by cantilevered watch turrets. Two sides of the château were built on a rock
outcrop, which strengthened its defences. This original small château must date from the 13th century.
Then, in the 14th century, a square tower was added to the north corner. It was armed with arrow slits in
the form of tongued crosses. In both the late 15th and early 16th centuries the château was enlarged and
redesigned.

In the 17th century Combebonnet was again enlarged on the north side, taking on its current appearance:
construction of a wing overlooking the courtyard with mullioned windows and double traverses (era of
Henri III and Louis XIII), and construction of domestic buildings.
In 1790 firebrands threatened to burn the château, but it was saved by the villagers. 

In 1963, Léopold Gigot bought the château and embarked on restoration works. After his death his son
and daughter-in-law, faithful to his wishes, continued the work.

Interior of the chapel at Combebonnet

To the west, a stone’s throw from the château, is its
chapel,  with  a  flat  chevet and  four  vaulted  bays
with  intersecting  ribs.  The arms of  the  Beauville
family  have  been  engraved  on  one  of  the
escutcheons inside the chapel. This family owned
the château from the 13th to the 16th centuries.
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From the château of Combebonnet to the church of Saint Louis de Gandaille

Leave the château (1) to return to point (2) below it (see previous sheet). Take the gravelled track to the
right. The waymarking is blue until you reach Gandaille lake (3).
Once you reach the lake, take the track to the right to walk along its northern bank.
At the end of the lake (4), go diagonally down across one road to join the road running along the bottom
of the Gandaille valley. At the second intersection (5),  take the road that rises to the right; after  250m
you reach the church of Saint Louis de Gandaille.

Length= 3.6km ; altitude : start= 193m, end= 151m ; low point 120m at 2.5km; alt. variations= +83m,-125m
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Church of Saint Louis de Gandaille

This Romanesque church built of fine stones, laid
in  regular  courses,  has  been  recently  restored.
Only the nave is original.

In 1243 the abbot of Saint Maurin, Guillaume de
Belpech, bought the tithe collection rights.

The height of the vaulted semi-dome has been raised; the choir is wider
than the nave, due to the thickness of the nave walls. There are three
semi-circular arches, one separating the choir and the other two the side
chapels  from  the  nave.  These  arches  rest  on  pillars  square  at  the
cornice; this cornice continues round the entire apse.
The two side chapels were built in 1870 and the sanctuary around 1880.
The north chapel is dedicated to Notre Dame, the south chapel to Saint
Joseph.
The original buttresses, buried in the masonry, can be seen only in the
external corners where the nave and chapels meet.
The gable-shaped wall belfry surmounts the entrance porch to the west.

This church was formerly consecrated to Notre Dame.

The parish of Gandaille once fell under the lordship of Combebonnet.
The  commune  was  once  called Combebonnet, before  adopting  the
name Engayrac in 1868.  Today the hamlet of  Gandaille  forms part of
the Dondas commune.
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From the church of Saint Louis de Gandaille to the church of Saint Sixte

In this section, from points (2) to (7) the route follows the yellow waymarking.

Leave Saint Louis de Gandaille church and walk uphill along the road. After 300m, at the intersection,
take the Chemin du Presbytère, then 150m further on, turn left. Take the road going uphill, then turn left
at the next intersection. Continue to the Croix de Berny (2). Go down the road, continuing straight ahead
until you reach the D201. Turn left onto it and continue until you reach the route leading to the Cap del
bos (3). Turn right onto it and after 75m turn right onto a stony track. At the outskirts of the woods (4),
take the dirt track to your left; it drops down to the valley of the Petite Séoune. At the end of the track
take the road to your left. After about 200m you come to a roundabout with an oak at its center (5). Turn
left onto the road towards La Tuque. At La Tuque, climb the sloping track to your right, then at the next
intersection take the track on the left to walk along the length of the woods. When you arrive at the road,
turn left towards the church of Saint Sixte, 300m ahead.

Length= 6.8km ; altitude : start= 151m, end= 193m ; low point 80m at 4.5km; alt. variations= +219m,-177m
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Church of Saint Sixte

The  parish  was  a  dependency  of  the  Cauzac
priory.  In  1253  the  rights  of  the  Saint  Maurin
abbey over Saint Sixte and its annexe, Gandaille,
were recognised by Guillaume, bishop of Agen.

The  church  of  Saint Sixte  has  a  vaulted  semi-
circular  choir  which,  according  to G.  Tholin,
could date from the 11th century. 

The plan of this church corresponds to numerous other churches in the
Agenais;  that is  to  say,  small  and not fully vaulted; and where the
sanctuary, narrower than the nave, consists of an apse and a bay of the
choir.

Saint Sixte is constructed of medium-sized stones of good quality, laid
in regular courses. The chevet is square. The choir is barrel-vaulted.
The triumphal arch rests on plain unsculpted supports. The single nave
is simply panelled. Two chapels have been built on the north side (the
Gospel side) of the nave:
- the first, dedicated to Notre Dame, is a seigneurial chapel built in the
15th century. It has a ribbed vault. In this chapel we also find an old
altar made of fine local stone. The chapel opens onto the bay through a
semi-circular arch, beneath which, carved in relief, is an escutcheon
depicting three cockerels.
- the second, dedicated to Saint Roch, and built in the 18th century to
the south of the chevet, accommodated the brotherhood of Saint-Roch.
In the 19th century the chapel was converted into a sacristy.
The wall belfry, pierced by an archway, forms a triangular gable above
the western façade.
Traces of paintings and engravings can still be seen in the church.

Above the doorway arch three finely-incised stones form an interesting feature. The abbot Laffont 
reproduced them in his notes.
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From the church of  Saint Sixte to the church of Notre Dame de Cambot

Follow the yellow waymarking from the start, point (1) to point (3), then from point (4) to the end, point
(8) of this section.
To begin, turn left onto the D201, then after 300m (2) take the roadway to the right, towards Pichounel.
At the lieu-dit Pichounel, turn left onto a stony track that descends through a wood to Grand Cucal (3).
Go down the road to the right for 500m, then turn onto the grassy path to your left (4).  Continue to the
junction (5)  where you turn right towards the  Moulin de Monfort.  The path climbs up to the  lieu-dit
Jacques (6) where you take the road to the right.
At the second crossroads, where three roads meet (7), take the grassy path to the right. Pass  Bombarde
and Faysselle, to arrive at your destination: Cambot (8).

Length= 5.8km ; altitude : start= 193m, end= 163m ; alt. variations= +189m, -219m
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Church of Notre Dame de Cambot

The church of Notre Dame de Cambot, in the
parish of Tayrac, once belonged to the abbey
of Moissac. In 1236 the bishop of Agen gifted
Cambot to the abbey of Saint-Maurin.
Like numerous small  churches  or gleyzottes
(in Occitan) of the Pays de Serres, this church
is situated on the edge of a limestone plateau.
It  appears  isolated,  but in medieval times it
occupied a central position, well-suited to the
widely-dispersed  population  of  the  era.  The
chapel is,  then,  visible  and audible from all
around (the bells punctuated the day) so the
Christian faith was never lost to view.

The countryside, the situation, the silence, embody the magic of this peaceful place.

Dating  from  the  12th  century,  Cambot  is  a  typical  example  of
Romanesque architecture in transition. It shows great simplicity and
restraint  in  its  beautiful  stone construction in  limestone  from the
Pays de Serres. It remains as it was described in the 18th century.
The wall belfry is at the West end of the building. The vaulted choir
is endowed with a high apse in the shape of a semi-dome (cul-de-
four),  separated  from  the  nave  by  a  slightly-damaged  triumphal
arch. The nave is rectangular, with fine exposed roof timbers.

At  the  start  of  the  Romanesque  period  there  was  very  little
decoration; this was to avoid any identification with pagan Roman
idols.  Historiated  sculpted  capitals  arrived  later,  to  teach  the
Christian story to  the faithful.  In the chapel  at  Cambot,  the only
decorative note is the Romanesque window in the apse, framed by
small round columns with sculpted capitals surmounted by a convex
archivolt that is bordered by a listel.

This church was formerly consecrated to St Peter (St Pierre).

Capital to the right of the apse window, with curling water leaf edges under 
the volutes. 
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From the church of Notre Dame de Cambot to the church of Saint Amans de Tayrac

Follow the yellow waymarking along this entire section.
The path departs to the right in a meadow and leads towards the hamlet of  Cambot.  Follow this path
until you arrive at the route to Gramont and Libas (2). Turn left towards Libas. At the intersection (3),
take the dirt track leading to the Tayrac menhir and La Tourasse.
Once you have passed the lieu-dit La Tourasse, the path goes straight downhill until you reach the D16
(4), onto which turn right.  Continue to the village of Tayrac by walking along the grassy verge of the
D16. Enter the village via the Rue de la Fontaine to reach the church of Saint Amans de Tayrac.

Length= 4.5km ; altitude : start= 163m, end= 78m ; high point 186m at 2km ; alt. variations= +76m, -161m
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Church of Saint Amans de Tayrac

The  church  of  Saint-Amans  de  Tayrac  was  a
dependency of the Saint Maurin abbey. In 1235, the
bishop of Agen Raoul de Peyrines gave to the abbot
of  Saint-Maurin  half  the  tithe  collection  of  the
parish  of  Tayrac.  Two  years  later,  the  monks  of
Saint-Maurin bought the other half.
Over  time,  the  church  at  Tayrac  was transformed
into  a  priory,  but  the  priory disappeared  over  the
course  of  the  Hundred  Years’ War  and  its  assets
reverted to the abbey. On 18th May 1571 the abbot
of Saint-Maurin sold the priory house. 

The original church at Tayrac was built by a Durfort. The Romanesque
nave was constructed  in  the  12th  century with  a  semi-domed apse,
destroyed in the 16th century; it would have been fully vaulted. During
the Hundred Years’ War the church was sacked in  1336 and burnt by
the Black Prince (Edward, Prince of Wales) in 1356. It was again burnt
in 1561 during the Wars of Religion.

In the 16th century an ogival chevet, not very well attached to the nave,
replaced  the  original  apse.  Again  in  the  16th  century,  two  vaulted
chapels were added, one to the north, the Gospel side, dedicated to St
Anthony;  the  other  to  the  south,  the  Epistle  side,  dedicated  to  St
Catherine. The north chapel carried the arms of the lords of Tayrac, the
du  Sorbier family.  The  original  buttresses  disappeared  during  the
construction of these chapels.
The rounded arched door between two pilasters (on the south wall of
the nave) dates from either the 17th or the 18th century.
The modern ogival doorway, set in the west wall, dates from the 19th
century.

The pointed wall belfry with two arched openings rises above the west
porch.
The original church must have had a central tower (Ref: G).
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From the church of Saint Amans de Tayrac to the Moulin (Mill) de Ferrussac

Depart from the church of Tayrac  along the Route de la Vénus and cross the D16  into the Route du
Château. The château is 300m further on, on the right hand side of the road.
At the next intersection turn left (2). You are now on the Cluniac footpath of Guyenne-Gascogne; the
waymarking is red and green.  After 400 metres, you will see Tayrac mill to your left.
Continue following the route up to the junction (3); here you turn left onto the track leading to the
Moulin de Ferrussac (4).
From point (3), follow the blue waymarking.

Length= 4km ; altitude : start= 78m, end= 76m ; high point 98m at 2.9km ; alt. variations= +68m, -70m
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Moulin de Ferrussac                                                                  Church of Notre Dame de Ferrussac

The origins of the fortified mill at  Ferrussac  lie deep in
the early centuries of the Christian era. Indeed, the church
situated  on  the  estate  (Notre  Dame  de  Ferrussac)  was
most probably built on the foundations of a Gallo-Roman
villa, as the ‘-ac’ at the end of the name attests.
This fortified mill, the property of a vassal of the counts
of Durfort, was bought by abbot Guillaume d’Albusse in
1424. Jean 1st de Boville later usurped  the rights to the
mill and after arbitration in 1452 he retained the estate for
a payment of 120 gold ecus. It remained the property of
the de Bovilles until in  1606  it was offered to  Bertrand
1st d'Audevars, the King’s governor at Casteljaloux.

This family waged war from one generation to the next. They took the name of the estate and history records them
as the Audebarts of Férussac.  Two military men, Jean-Baptiste Louis (1745-1815)  and his son André Étienne
(1786-1836)  were  distinguished  authors  of  works  of  natural  history:  geology,  fresh-water  molluscs.  André
directed the Bulletin de Férussac,  an enyclopedic journal which published the works of almost  300  scientists.
Between 1823 and 1831, 170 volumes of the Bulletin de Férussac were published. 
In 1762 the Ferrussac estate passed by marriage to the d'Ales de la Tour family; then in 1796, again by marriage,
to  the  Sevin  family,  who retained  it  until  1923.  It  is  worth  noting that  the  last  Lady of  Ferrussac,  a  direct
descendant of the Audebarts, died in 1856 without a direct heir. In 1938, Ferrussac was bought by Jules Gernez.
Since then four generations of this family’s descendants have developed a fruit-growing business on the estate
(apples, prunes…)

The date of construction of the mill is unknown. It was already in existence in the 12th century, and we can see
how its systems of defence evolved in step with the development of weapons: arrow slits in the 14th century, their
transformation into firing posts for firearms… Its interior courtyard is still surrounded by a moat on three sides
and one would need to follow a tortuous route to divine its origins.
From the  Renaissance  onwards  the  mill  began  its  transformation  into  a  more  comfortable  residence:  large
mullioned windows were cut into the walls and the height of the rooms was reduced. At the end of the 17th
century major  modifications  increased  yet  again  the  comfort  and  convenience  of  the  mill,  in  particular  the
addition of new windows, creation of new rooms and the multiplication of chimneys.

The church of Notre Dame de Ferrussac:
Originally  a  Romanesque  church,  it  has
suffered  from  the  ravages  of  time.  The
privately-owned church is today disused. 
An  arched  doorway  gives  access  to  the
cemetery surrounding the church.
Under the  Ancien Régime,  it was the second
archpriestship of the diocese.

The walled porch protects the flat-topped basket-handle arch of the entrance door; it is
surmounted by the pointed bell tower, pierced by two archways and supported by two
buttresses.
From an architectural  point of  view, the most  interesting part  of  the church is  the
ogival side chapel to  Notre Dame (F on the plan):  original ogival window, the vault
ribs resting on ancient columns, themselves resting on double Romanesque plinths.

NB : To visit the church of ND de Ferrussac, see the next sheet.
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From the moulin de Ferrussac and its chapel  to the church of Saint Martin d'Anglars

For this section follow the blue waymarking.
Leave Ferrussac to rejoin the D16. At the junction (2), you can turn left to reach the church of ND de
Ferrussac 300m along the grassy verge of the D16.  After visiting the church, return to the Ferrussac
junction (2) to continue along the main route.
Cross the D16 to join the track opposite the junction. After 150m, turn right then left to follow the track
that climbs to the plateau, passing through trees. Climb towards the house (Le Roux)  then take the track
which leads to the intersection (3). There are fine views from this track.
At the end of the track, turn right onto the rural tarred road then, at the second crossroads, turn right
towards Faux, onto the Chemin des Hêtres. When the hamlet of Faux is in sight turn right onto the dirt
track going downhill. It takes you back to the D16, at the entrance to the village of Saint Maurin. Turn
left into the Rue Principale and continue until you reach the church of St Martin d'Anglars.

Length= 4.6km; altitude: start= 76m, end= 100m; high point 179m at 2.1km; alt. variations= +141m, -117m
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Church of Saint Martin d'Anglars

This  is  the  parish church of  Saint  Maurin.  It  is
situated on a  level  outcrop where its  bell  tower
was able to play a defensive role.
During  the  Hundred  Years’  War,  the  original
parish church was pillaged in  1346 by the Count
of  Derby’s  English  troops,  then  burnt  and
destroyed  in  1356  by  the  Black  Prince’s  men
(Edward, Prince of Wales).

The church was rebuilt in 1525, as the commemorative plaque on the
tympanum of the doorway attests. This date accounts for its flamboyant
ogival style.

      

In  1561 the church was again burnt,  this  time by the Protestants.  Its
restoration  was  long  delayed.  Masses  were  instead  said  in  the
chapterhouse of the abbey.
By 1603 the church had still not been reroofed. The roofing work was
not  completed until 1681.  At that  date  it  had neither  vault  nor  wood
panelling. 
Then, during the Revolution the church was pillaged. Religious services
were moved to the abbey church from 1791. 
The post-Revolutionary restoration of the church was extremely slow.
The  transept  vaulting,  as  well  as  that  of  the  choir  with  liernes  and
tercerons  (Ref: J),  date  from  the  years  1860-1862.  Joseph  Villiet’s
stained-glass windows date from 1866. 
The church was listed in 1930, though its restoration was not completed
until 1932 (the nave vault, the panelling in the choir).
The side chapel on the north, formerly St Eutrope, is today dedicated to
the Virgin. That to the south, formerly the chapel of ND, known as the
Garrigue, is today dedicated to Saint Joseph.

Remarkable features of the church are:
- the small columns in the choir, adorned with the four symbols of the evangelists: the lion, the angel, the
eagle and the bull;
- the wooden high altar, carved in the 16th century; it houses a 17th century painting: Adoration of the
Magi, painted on leather from Cordoba;
- two gilded wooden reliquaries holding the relics of  St Radegonde and of Saint Martin;
- 16th century gilded wooden candlesticks and tabernacle;
- an 18th century gilded wooden processional cross;
- a 17th century gilded wooden Christ, very fine (baptismal font).
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From the church of Saint Martin d'Anglars to the abbey of Saint Maurin

Leave the church and go the few metres down to the Rue Principale. 
Turn left onto it and 50m further on, turn right into the Rue du Bureau de Tabac, then left into the Rue
Traversière.
In this street are two pretty half-timbered houses.
Now turn left then right to return to the Place du Château Abbatial. You have completed your circuit!
Worth looking at : on the corner to the side of the Halle (covered market), a beautiful half-timbered
house.

Length= 0.2km ; altitude : start= 100m, end= 98m ; alt. variations= +4m, -6m
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Shorter cross routes

The next four pages  (two double-sided sheets)  describe the routes that will allow you to plot shorter
walks, enumerated on page 7.
The guide layout remains the same : the route is described so as to lead you from one remarkable site to
another.

For example, if you wish to discover the whole circuit’s historic heritage in two stages:
- day 1 : depart from Saint Maurin and cross from St Pierre del Pech to ND de Cambot, a loop of 19km
- day 2 : depart from St Maurin and cut across from St Sixte back to St Maurin, a loop of 29km.
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Cross route 1 : from the church at Saint Pierre del Pech to the church at Cambot

Leave Saint Pierre del Pech (1)  and take the tarred road up to the junction  (2).  Turn right and almost
immediately left at the crucifix to follow the roadway towards the lieu-dit Jean Bru. The road turns
downhill. 
At the crossroads with the Route de Dondas (3), turn right into it. 
Pass through the hamlet of Mourgues and continue up to the next junction (4).  Here turn left onto the
grassy track (yellow waymarking).  After passing Bombarde and Faysselle,  you arrive at the church of
ND de Cambot (5).

Length= 3.4km ; altitude : start= 184m, end= 163m ; low point 160m at 2.1km ; alt. variations= +59m, -80m
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Cross route 2 : from the church of Saint Louis de Gandaille to the church at Cambot

Follow  the  yellow  waymarking
from  point (4)  to  the destination
at point (7).

Leave from the  Gandaille  church
and walk downhill until you reach
the junction (2);  keep to the right
(sharp bend)  and descend into the
valley until  you reach a  turn-off
to the right (3).

Take this road, which runs along
the valley (dir. Puymirol) turn off
to the left soon afterwards to walk
past the Moulin de Monfort (4). 

The  track  now climbs,  follow it
up  to  the lieu-dit  Jacques  (5),
where  you  take  the  route  to  the
right.

At the second intersection, where
three  roads  meet (6),  take  the
grassy  track  to  the  right.  After
passing  Bombarde  and Faysselle,
you arrive at the church of ND de
Cambot (7).

Length= 3.7km; altitude: start= 151m, end= 163m; low point 100m at 1.4km; alt. variations= +113m, -101m
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Cross route 3 : from the church of Saint Louis de Gandaille to Saint Maurin

In this section follow the yellow waymarking from point (4)  to point (6),  then from point (7)  to your
destination (8).
Leave from the Gandaille church and walk downhill until you reach the junction (2); keep to the right
(sharp bend)  and descend into the valley until you reach a turn-off to the right (3).
Take this road, which runs along the valley (dir. Puymirol) turn off to the left soon afterwards to walk
past the Moulin de Monfort (4). 
The track now climbs, follow it up to the lieu-dit Jacques (5), where you take the route to the right.
At the second intersection, where three roads meet (6), follow the road to Saint Maurin, passing through
Mourgues. On the plateau at the second intersection after Mourgues (7), continue straight ahead in the
direction of Marot. The route turns downhill to descend the slope; from this track there is a lovely view
over  St Maurin.  Once arrived in the  village,  continue straight until  you enter the Place du  Château
Abbatial (8).

Length= 6.4km; altitude: start= 151m, end= 98m; high point 184m at 4.1km; alt. variations= +136m, -189m
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Cross route 4 : from the church of Saint Sixte to Saint Maurin

In this section follow the yellow waymarking from the start (1) to point (2), then from points (3) to (6),
then from point (7) to the end (8).

To begin, turn left onto the D201, then after 300m (2) take the roadway to the right, towards Pichounel.
At the lieu-dit Pichounel, turn left onto a stony track that descends through a wood to Grand Cucal (3).
Go down the road to the right for 500m, then turn onto the grassy path to your left (4).  Continue to the
junction (5)  where you turn right towards the  Moulin de Monfort.  The path climbs up to the  lieu-dit
Jacques (6) where you take the road to the right.
At the second intersection, where three roads meet (6), follow the road to Saint Maurin, passing through
Mourgues. On the plateau at the second intersection after Mourgues (7), continue straight ahead in the
direction of Marot. The route turns downhill to descend the slope; from this track there is a lovely view
over  St Maurin.  Once arrived in the  village,  continue straight until  you enter the Place du  Château
Abbatial (8).

Length= 8.4km ; altitude : start= 193m, end= 98m ; low point 95m at 3km ; alt. variations= +199m, -294m
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